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27 July, 2012

Resource evaluation of the Railway Cobalt Deposit has
increased cobalt resources by 70% and added
considerable potential to BPL’s 100% owned Thackaringa
Cobalt Project near Broken Hill, NSW
 Maiden Inferred Mineral Resource Estimate of Railway







project is 14.9Mt of 1.83lb/t (831ppm) cobalt (27 million
pounds of contained cobalt metal)
Additional Potential of Railway project calculated as 23-35Mt
of similar mineralisation*
Combined Railway, Pyrite Hill, and Big Hill Inferred Mineral
Resource has increased by over 70% to 35.7Mt of 1.85lb/t
(841ppm) cobalt (66 million pounds of contained cobalt
metal)
Combined Railway and Pyrite Hill Potential is now estimated
between 37-59Mt of mineralisation between 600-900ppm Co
Resources at all deposits remain open along trend and at
depth
Drill testing beneath anomalous zinc and silver intersections
(6 metres of 3.5% zinc) is planned in September

Summary
A maiden Mineral Resource Estimate has been calculated for the Railway Cobalt Deposit
near Broken Hill and this work has increased the size of the combined Inferred Mineral
Resources (Pyrite Hill, Big Hill and Railway) from 20.8 million tonnes (‘Mt’) of 1.87 pounds
per tonne (‘lb/t) of cobalt (‘Co’) to an Inferred Mineral Resources total of 35.7Mt of 1.85lb/t
Co, a 70% increase in contained cobalt (Table 1, new results highlighted in yellow).
The Railway Cobalt Deposit study also defined additional Potential for between 23 and 35
million tonnes of cobalt mineralisation of similar grade peripheral to the new Railway
Resource*. The Railway Cobalt Deposit Inferred Mineral Resource and Potential
mineralisation occur from near surface to 250m deep and are open at depth and along trend.
The study, undertaken by H&S Consultants Ltd (‘H&SC’, formerly Hellman & Schofield Pty
Ltd) is reported in accordance with JORC Code (2004) standards. The study assumes
continuity of mineralisation along trend and considerable more infill and step-out drilling is
required to define the extent of the mineralised system.
* H&SC quantified a potential target size within the modeled mineralisation envelope. This Potential
lies outside of the Inferred Mineral Resource because of the absence of nearby drilling. By extending
the search distance within the 3D mineralisation the model target size is between 23Mt and 35Mt at
a grade between 600ppm and 900ppm Co. The Potential is conceptual in nature and more drilling is
required to further define it. There is no certainty that this will result in a Mineral Resource.
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Million
tonnes

Study

cobalt
(ppm)

cobalt
(lb/t)

contained
Co (million
lbs)

1. Pyrite Hill Mineralised Zone (Hellman & Schofield, Nov 2011)
Inferred Mineral Resource

16.4

832

1.83

30

Potential

14 - 24

771

1.7

24 - 41

906

2.00

8.8

2. Big Hill Cobalt Deposit (CRAE Ltd)
Inferred Mineral Resource

4.4

3. THIS STUDY Railway Mineralised Zone (H&SC, July 2012)
Inferred Mineral Resource

14.9
23 - 35

831
777

1.83
1.7

27
39 - 60

Inferred Mineral Resources

35.7

841

1.85

66

Potential

37 - 59

775

1.7

63 - 101

Potential

Total Project Resources (July 2012)

Table 1. Mineral Resource Estimates (using 500ppm cobalt cut-off)

A scoping study to investigate the parameters of producing cobalt-pyrite concentrate is being
undertaken by GHD Pty Ltd. This work will provide preliminary capital and operating cost
estimates and a concept report which will assist in project planning. The results of this work
are expected in late August.
Deeper diamond core drill testing to evaluate the extent of anomalous zinc intersections
beneath the central portion of the Railway Cobalt Prospect in BER004 is planned during
September and this drilling will also provide cobalt mineralised samples for metallurgical test
work.
Comment
Managing Director Dr Ian Pringle said: “This study has increased the project’s cobalt
resources by over 27 million pounds of contained cobalt. It has also shown future potential to
add much more cobalt mineralisation with further infill drilling.”
“All of the defined resources are shallow and could be mined by open pits. They are open at
depth and along trend. This evaluation does not include large areas of known mineralisation
where drill holes are wide spaced.”
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“With current cobalt prices of approximately $14/lb this is an enormous increase in contained
metal value. Bi-product sulphuric acid and high iron residue will also add considerable value
as the project progresses.”
“The pyrite can be readily upgraded into a pyrite concentrate and, because of the excellent
road and rail access, future processing options could include offsite locations.”
“Cobalt is fast becoming an important ‘metal of the future’ through its widespread and
growing use in batteries for new-generation electric and hybrid cars, computers and
telephones and in hardened metal and super alloys. Over 65% of cobalt production in 2011
was from the Democratic Republic of the Congo and future concerns for security of cobalt
supply may catapult our project into a future leading cobalt producer.”

Figure 1. Project Location
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Results
Drilling Programme Summary
BPL recently completed a twenty hole reverse circulation drilling programme (drill holes
BER001-20) at the company’s 100% owned Railway Cobalt Deposit (EL6622) near Broken
Hill (Figure 1) and this has defined cobaltiferous pyrite mineralisation extending from surface
outcrop to at approximately 250 metres deep and with thickness up to several hundred
metres. The work showed continuity of mineralisation along a 1,500-metre portion of the
Railway Cobalt Deposit where the mineralisation remains open at depth and along a strike
trend. Completed results and details of the drilling were reported in the BPL news release of
14th June 2012.
The drilling was undertaken to test the central portion of the cobalt mineralised zone at
Railway (Figure 2) where a single shallow drill hole (TC98C01) by a previous exploration
company (Hunter Exploration NL) intersected near-surface cobalt mineralisation and where
BPL had identified a very large induced polarization anomaly which indicated underlying
pyritic mineralisation of considerable concentration and width (refer ASX release of 6th
December 2011).
Broken Hill Prospecting’s drilling at Railway was along wide-spaced lines (up to 250m
spacing) and was designed to test the thickness and grade of the colbaltiferous pyrite
mineralisation beneath low ridges which have outcropping pyrite rock. The drill holes were
angled at about sixty degrees towards grid east and were located to test the steep to vertical
dipping pyrite horizons.
Previous Mineral Resource Estimates
Following drill testing by Broken Hill Prospecting in mid 2011, Hellman and Schofield Pty Ltd
undertook a resource estimation for Pyrite Hill (ML86, Figure 2) using assay and survey data
from BPL’s drilling program as well as the results of previous drilling by other companies.
Results of this study are shown in Table 1.
An estimation of the resource at Big Hill (ML87) was carried out by CRA Exploration Ltd in
1981 using the cross-sectional polygonal method, 50 degree simple pit slopes, 1.1lb/t (500
ppm) Co cut-off, density of 2.80g/cc and a maximum 100m vertical depth (Table 1).
Mineral Resource Estimate, Railway Cobalt Deposit
Robert H. Spiers (Consulting Geologist, H&S Consultants Pty Ltd) undertook a Mineral
Resource Estimation of the Railway cobalt-pyrite mineralisation with the assay and survey
data from the BPL’s recently completed drilling program and using data from one metre
sample intervals from the 20 reverse circulation drill holes. A plan showing locations of drill
holes and interpreted mineralisation is given in Figure 3.
Parameters for the study are consistent with those used to estimate the Pyrite Hill resource
(Table 1, also refer BPL’s ASX announcement of 14 November 2011). Cross sections were
constructed along the strike of the mineralisation and a model was built to define the hanging
wall and footwall surfaces. Estimates were completed on blocks within the overall envelope
using data from that volume. The cobalt mineralisation is clearly defined and a typical section
through the central portion of the Railway Cobalt Deposit showing both Inferred Mineral
Resource blocks and Potential mineralisation is shown in Figure 4.
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RAILWAY COBALT DEPOSIT
NORTH
EAST
EXTENSION
Inferred
Resource
of
TC98CO1
(Hunter
Resources);
14.9Mt
at 1.83lb/t
Co
19m
of 1.5lb/t
Co
(plus
23‐35Mt
potential)
35m
of 2.1lb/t
Co
(refer
Figure 3)

PYRITE HILL COBALT
DEPOSIT
Inferred Resource of
16.4Mt at 1.83lb/t Co
(plus 14‐24Mt potential)

OFFSET & BIG HILL NORTH
COBALT PROSPECTS

BIG HILL COBALT
DEPOSIT
Inferred Resource of
4.4Mt at 2.00lb/t Co

Figure 2. Geology map with cobalt resource locations

Composites were created and Inferred Mineral Resource estimates completed using the data
occurring inside the mineralised envelope. The upper and lower contacts were easily
identifiable from cobalt grades with the mineralisation generally corresponding to a sharp
transition from low grade intervals to those above 500ppm cobalt. A specific gravity of
2.80g/cc was used for the study.
A 75x75x15m search using 2,874 one metre composites was used to estimate Inferred
Mineral Resources. Potential size is based on a search of 150x150x30m designed to largely
fill the modelled mineralised volume with Co estimates. Ordinary kriging based on two
different resource estimation software packages was used. Inferred Mineral Resources using
various cut-offs are provided below.

Cut-Off
(Co ppm)

Million
Tonnes

300
400
500
600
700

26.3
20.3
14.9
10.8
8.0

Co
(ppm)

642
728
831
940
1031

Million
lb Co
37
33
27
22
18

Potential mineralisation lies outside of the Inferred Mineral Resource because of the absence
of nearby drilling. By extending the search distance within the 3D mineralisation the model
target size is between 23Mt and 35Mt at a grade between 600ppm and 900ppm cobalt. This
target is conceptual in nature and more drilling is required to further define it. There is no
certainty that this will result in a Mineral Resource.

Studies in Progress
Scoping study to produce a pyrite concentrate
GHD Pty Ltd is undertaking a concept level study for mining and production of pyrite
concentrate. This study follows from previous metallurgical test work which identified a
simple process route (using gravity and/or flotation) to produce a pyrite concentrate
containing the bulk of the cobalt. GHD Pty Ltd will prepare preliminary capital and operating
cost estimates within a concept report which will give guidelines for the next stage of project
development and evaluation. The study is expected to be completed in late August and will
provide a basis for discussion with potential end users of either the cobalt or pyrite (sulphuric
acid).
A pyrite concentrate product containing considerable cobalt (0.5-0.6% Co) could be
transported by rail from site to a variety of customers such as mineral processing
developments, fertilizer producers, or other industries such as steel, super alloy or battery
manufacturers which can process the concentrate further. Previous metallurgical testing has
shown that there are a variety of pyrometallurgical and hydrometallurgical processes of
treating the pyrite concentrate to recover cobalt, sulphuric acid and high iron residue.
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Figure 3. Map of mineralised zones used in resource evaluation (from H&S, July 2012)

Location of Figure 4

Figure 4. Section through the central portion of the Railway Cobalt Deposit showing
block used in the resource evaluation (from H&S, July 2012)
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Deeper drill testing
BPL is planning to undertake diamond core drilling to test for base metal mineralisation
below the central portion of the Railway Cobalt Prospect where reverse circulation drill hole
BER004 intersected significant intervals of anomalous zinc and silver within the cobaltiferous
pyrite rock.
Anomalous intervals intersected by BER004 included;
1.3% Zn and 15g/t Ag between 108-111 metres depth down hole
(including 1.5% Zn, 40g/t Ag and 0.35% Pb between 108-109m)
3.5% Zn and 6g/t Ag between 120-126 metres depth down hole
(including 6.1% Zn, 12g/t Ag and 0.15% Pb between 121-122m)
The planned drilling will target the depth extent of this base metal anomaly and underlying
cobalt mineralisation as well as adding further definition of the extent of near-surface
cobaltiferous pyrite in the central and western portions of the prospect. The drilling is
expected to commence in September.
Yours faithfully,

Ian J Pringle
(Managing Director)

Competent Person Statement
Robert H. Spiers consents to being named the competent person under the JORC code in relation to
the Railway Cobalt Resource Estimates. He is a Competent Person as defined by the 2004 JORC
Code. Information in this release relating to the H&SC resource estimates is based on and accurately
reflects information provided by Mr Spiers who consents to the inclusion in the report of the resource
estimates which have been attributed to H&SC and to the matters based on his information in the form
and context in which they appear.
H&SC has accepted in good faith the drill-hole and assay database provided by Broken Hill
Prospecting. Significant figures quoted do not imply precision and are to minimise round-off errors.
The exploration activities and results contained in this report is based on information compiled by Dr
Ian Pringle, a Member of the Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy. Dr Pringle is the
Managing Director of Broken Hill Prospecting Ltd and also a Director of Ian J Pringle & Associates
Pty Ltd, a consultancy company in minerals exploration. He has sufficient experience which is
relevant to the style of mineralisation and types of deposits under consideration and to the activity
which he is undertaking to qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the December 2004 edition of
the Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves
(the JORC Code). Dr Pringle has consented to the inclusion in this report of the matters based on his
information in the form and context in which it appears.
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About Broken Hill Prospecting Limited (“BPL”)
BPL is seeking to explore, evaluate and develop cobalt deposits in the Broken Hill area. Within two
mining leases (ML86 and ML87) and an exploration Licence (EL6622) BPL has cobalt mineral
resources (Inferred Mineral Resources) which total 35.7 million tonnes at a combined average grade
of 1.85lb/tonne cobalt (Pyrite Hill, Big Hill and Railway deposits) as well as Potential mineralisation
between 37-59Mt of similar grade at the Pyrite Hill and Railway Deposits (Hellman & Schofield
resources study, November 2011; H&SC study, July 2012). Exploration for additional cobalt
mineralisation along-trend and at depth beneath these deposits is in progress. These are a unique
type of cobalt deposit and BPL is in an excellent position to take advantage of an increasing demand
for cobalt to meet growth in environmental and industrial uses such as rechargeable batteries in
automobiles.
BPL is among the next generation of companies that is exploring for major new mineral deposits near
the historic NSW mining centre of Broken Hill, where more than 200 million tonnes of high-grade base
metal ore worth an estimated $80 billion has been produced during the past 127 years. BPL has
identified 13 Broken Hill-type base metal prospects in its exploration tenements.
BPL securities are quoted on both the Australian and New Zealand stock exchanges.

Cobalt Statistics











Cobalt price (LME): US$28,000 per tonne (approximately $14 per pound).
1 pound = 0.4536 kilograms
Mines in Central Africa accounted for over 65% of cobalt production in 2011 and most came
from the Democratic Republic of Congo.
The USA accounted for 58% of cobalt consumption in 2010.
The USA, Japan, and the European Union have no producing cobalt mines.
China imported ore from Africa and produced 43% of refined cobalt production in 2010.
More than 95% of cobalt production is a by-product of copper or nickel mining.
World production of refined cobalt during the first six months of 2011 was 40,749 tonnes (The
Cobalt Institute, October 2011 Newsletter)
Lithium-ion batteries contain up to 60% cobalt and will be widely used in the new generation of
electric vehicles.
Cobalt is used in a wide range of industries including production of; super alloys and hardened
metals where high heat and wear tolerance is required (aircraft, turbines, windmills, military
hardware), high-strength magnets, carbides and diamond tools, catalysts (petroleum
production), colouring (cobalt blue), adhesive, soaps, driers and food supplements (vitamin
B12).

For further information contact;
Dr Ian Pringle, Managing Director, Broken Hill Prospecting Ltd
Australian media - Alan Deans, Partner, Last Word Corporate Communications

+61 408 548 767
+61 427 490 992

The Company has recently reformatted and updated its website which covers or links
to recent news, metal prices, share price as well as project and Company
information. Please visit our site at www.bhpl.biz
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